
We want to partner with you to make acquiring tables 
for your office a no stress, straight forward and con-
sistent experience.  We understand the difficulties and 
unique challenges involved with making everything 
come together! 

Shipping Choices, you have three!  You will be billed separately for shipping after purchase 
of your tables. 

1. NuSpine Prestige Wooden Construction tables can be shipped UPS ground disassembled (legs and headpiece re-
moved) for just $225 per table. 

2. NuSpine Prestige Wooden Construction and Contemporary Metal tables can be shipped fully assembled LTL lift 
gate freight for a $75 crating fee and the actual freight cost paid 72 hours prior to shipment.  They will be unloaded 
and left at your door. 

3. You can pick your tables up fully assembled in Sebring Florida at no cost to you. 

Lead Times (When can I expect my tables?) 

1. If you need a guaranteed delivery date contact us before ordering!  We will never take an order 
where we do not at time of order placement anticipate being able to meet your needs. 

2. NuSpine Prestige Wooden Construction tables require four weeks build time. 

3. NuSpine Contemporary Metal Construction Tables require six weeks build time. 

4. Transit times vary between 3 and 6 business days depending on where you are located. 

5. Tables shipped fully assembled should allow  an extra week of time for crating and carrier 
pickup. 

What if I Need to Change the height of my tables after delivery? 

For NuSpine Prestige Wooden Construction  Tables customer may at no charge switch table legs to 
another height during the first six months of ownership after confirmed delivery of tables.  Afterwards 
sets of oak legs are available to change table heights at the cost of $170 per set plus applicable 
shipping.  NuSpine customers will be afforded 3 week turnaround times for leg exchanges (from 
placement of order to arrival at customer location). 

 

For NuSpine Contemporary Metal Construction Tables they can easily be field adjusted between 18 
and 26 inches  by simply moving four bolts.  The provided kick drop pedals work effectively for 
heights one above and below the default without switch out (22, 23, 24).  If adjusted to heights above 
or below this factory preset range then customer might require new kick drop pedals for proper or 
comfortable operation.   


